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ABSTRACT

Context. Polarisation observations of masers in the circumstellar envelopes (CSEs) around asymptotic giant branch (AGB) stars have
revealed strong magnetic fields. However, masers probe only specific lines of sight through the CSE. Non-masing molecular line po-
larisation observations can more directly reveal the large-scale magnetic field morphology and hence probe the effect of the magnetic
field on AGB mass loss and the shaping of the AGB wind.
Aims. Observations and models of CSE molecular line polarisation can now be used to describe the magnetic field morphology and
estimate its strength throughout the entire CSE.
Methods. We used observations taken with the Atacama Large Millimeter/submillimeter Array (ALMA) of molecular line polari-
sation in the envelope of two AGB stars: CW Leo and R Leo. We modelled the observations using the multi-dimensional polarised
radiative transfer tool PORTAL.
Results. We found linearly polarised emission, with maximum fractional polarisation on the order of a few percent, in several molec-
ular lines towards both stars. Towards R Leo, we also found a high level of linear polarisation (up to ∼35%) for one of the SiO v = 1
maser transitions. We can explain the observed differences in polarisation structure between the different molecular lines by alignment
of the molecules through a combination of the Goldreich-Kylafis effect and radiative alignment effects. We specifically show that the
polarisation of CO traces the morphology of the magnetic field. Competition between the alignment mechanisms allowed us to de-
scribe the behaviour of the magnetic field strength as a function of the radius throughout the circumstellar envelope of CW Leo. The
magnetic field strength derived using this method is inconsistent with the magnetic field strength derived using a structure-function
analysis of the CO polarisation and the strength previously derived using CN Zeeman observations. In contrast with CW Leo, the
magnetic field in the outer envelope of R Leo appears to be advected outwards by the stellar wind.
Conclusions. The ALMA observations and our polarised radiative transfer models show the power of using multiple molecular species
to trace the magnetic field behaviour throughout the circumstellar envelope. While the observations appear to confirm the existence of
a large-scale magnetic field, further observations and modelling are needed to understand the apparent inconsistency of the magnetic
field strength derived with different methods in the envelope of CW Leo.

Key words. stars: AGB and post-AGB – circumstellar matter – stars: magnetic field – stars: individual: CW Leo –
stars: individual: R Leo – stars: winds, outflows

1. Introduction

Magnetic fields have been observed in the envelopes of many
evolved asymptotic giant branch (AGB) stars (Vlemmings
2019). These stars, with main-sequence masses between
1−8 M�, undergo significant mass loss that is an important
source of interstellar enrichment by nucleosynthesis elements
and dust (Höfner & Olofsson 2018). The winds that cause this
mass loss are mainly driven by radiation pressure on the dust that
forms within a few stellar radii of the stellar surface. As the sur-
face magnetic field strength for AGB stars has been inferred to
be of the order of several Gauss, magnetic fields can potentially
play an important role in the initial ejection of material from
the star as well as in shaping the circumstellar envelope. Addi-
tionally, at early stages after the AGB phase, magnetic fields are
thought to play a role in launching collimated outflows that are
important in the subsequent evolution from AGB to planetary
nebula (e.g. Vlemmings et al. 2006; Perez-Sanchez et al. 2013).

Only for one AGB star, χ Cyg, the magnetic field strength,
which is on the order of 2−3 G, has been directly measured
on the surface (Lèbre et al. 2014). In other cases, the mag-
netic field strength at the stellar surface has been estimated by
extrapolating, from the circumstellar envelope (CSE) to the sur-
face, Zeeman measurements in compact SiO, OH, and H2O
masers (e.g. Vlemmings et al. 2002, 2005; Herpin et al. 2006;
Leal-Ferreira et al. 2013; Gonidakis et al. 2014) or in a single
case from CN (Duthu et al. 2017). In order to perform the extrap-
olation, multiple maser species that are excited at different loca-
tions throughout the CSE can be used, but generally a standard
dipole, toroidal, solar-type, or radial magnetic field configura-
tion is assumed. This leads to significant uncertainties, and as a
result, the role of magnetic fields in supporting AGB mass loss
is still unclear.

Molecular line polarisation from non-maser lines can pro-
vide further important information, as it can constrain the mor-
phology of the magnetic fields and improve the extrapolation
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of the measured field strength and also directly provide con-
straints on the field strength and its effect on the shape of the
CSE. In what is known as the Goldreich-Kylafis (GK) effect (e.g.
Goldreich & Kylafis 1982), even the presence of a weak mag-
netic field will lead to molecular line polarisation, as the mag-
netic sublevels of the involved rotational states are differently
populated in an anisotropic radiation field. The GK effect of the
CO molecule has been observed in star-forming regions (e.g.
Cortes et al. 2005; Beuther et al. 2010; Li & Henning 2011), and
a recent tentative detection has been made in proto-planetary
discs (Stephens et al. 2020; Teague et al. 2021). Around (post-)
AGB stars, the GK effect in CO has been detected in five sources
(Girart et al. 2012; Vlemmings et al. 2012; Huang et al. 2020;
Vlemmings & Tafoya 2023). The same observations revealed
linear polarisation in other non-masing molecular lines, such as
SiO, CS, and SiS.

Around AGB stars, linear polarisation can also arise from
molecular lines that originate from molecules with a preferred
rotation axis caused by a strong radial infrared radiation field
from the central star (Morris et al. 1985). Detailed modelling
of the involved lines is needed to determine the mechanism
that causes the observed polarisation. As the envelope, magnetic
field, and radiation field around evolved stars can be asymmet-
ric, multi-dimensional polarised radiative transfer is thus needed.
In this paper we present observational and modelling constraints
on the molecular line polarisation properties of two well-known
AGB stars, CW Leo and R Leo. The stars were observed
with ALMA, and the modelling was done using the POR-
TAL polarised radiative transfer code (Lankhaar & Vlemmings
2020).

A C-type star, CW Leo is located at a distance of 123 pc
(Groenewegen et al. 2012). As the brightest source in the sky
at 5 µm, out of the Solar System, its circumstellar envelope
has been the focus of numerous comprehensive studies, one
of which yielded the first detection of at least a fifth of the
molecules known to exist in space (see a recent detailed list in
McGuire 2018). This CSE has a ringed structure, as seen in dust
and molecular lines (Mauron & Huggins 2000; Leão et al. 2006;
Guélin et al. 2018). It was formed as a consequence of a copious
mass loss at an average rate of 2× 10−5 M� yr−1 with enhanced
episodic mass-loss events, probably triggered by the presence
of a binary companion (Guélin et al. 2018; Velilla-Prieto et al.
2019). The CO envelope, as seen in CO J = 2−1, extends up
to 3′, which is equivalent to ∼3.3× 1017 cm at the adopted dis-
tance (Guélin et al. 2018). R Leo is an M-type star surrounded
by a CSE of dust and, mainly, molecular gas formed at an aver-
age mass-loss rate of 1× 10−7 M� yr−1 (Ramstedt & Olofsson
2014). Its distance is uncertain, and it has been estimated to be in
the range between approximately 70 to 110 pc. The lower limit
of 70 pc comes from Gaia Data Release 2 (DR 2), which esti-
mated a parallax of 14.06± 0.84 mas (Gaia Collaboration 2018).
The upper limit of 110 pc was estimated by Haniff et al. (1995)
by applying the period-luminosity relation to their interfero-
metric observational results with the William Herschel Tele-
scope. Gaia estimates are considerably uncertain in the case
of AGB stars (Andriantsaralaza et al. 2022). In particular for
R Leo, the fitting parameters of Gaia DR 2 indicate a low qual-
ity fit, and its solution should therefore be used with caution.
Moreover, despite new observations, no solution was found for
R Leo in the recent Gaia DR 3 (Gaia Collaboration 2021). How-
ever, based on the Gaia observations of a large sample of AGB
stars, Andriantsaralaza et al. (2022) derived an updated period-
luminosity relation that yielded a distance to R Leo of 100±5 pc.
This is the distance we adopted for this source. Based on the

modelling of observations of CO J = 6−5 with the Caltech
Submillimeter Observatory and observations of lower excitation
lines of CO from the literature, Teyssier et al. (2006) estimated
a CO photo-dissociation radius of 1.3× 1016 cm.

Located sufficiently close on the sky to be observed with
ALMA in a single observation, we selected these two sources
as representative cases of C-type and M-type families in order to
start an investigation into the effect of source chemistry (C-rich
versus O-rich) on polarisation properties. However, for this, a
study of a larger sample is required to arrive at any conclusions.

In Sect. 2, we present the ALMA observations and data
reduction for both AGB stars. In Sect. 3, we present the obser-
vational results of the polarisation of 12CO, CS, H13CN, and
SiS around CW Leo and 12CO, 29SiO, H13CN, and SiO around
R Leo. The PORTAL models for both sources are presented
in Sect. 4. A discussion of the results, including a structure-
function analysis to determine the magnetic field strength around
CW Leo, is given in Sect. 5. Finally, the conclusions are pre-
sented in Sect. 6.

2. Observations and data reduction

The observations of CW Leo and R Leo were performed with
ALMA in full polarisation mode on May 20, 2018 (Project
2016.1.00251.S, PI: Vlemmings). Since both sources are rela-
tively close to each other in the sky, both sources were observed
using the same calibrators and spectral setup during the same
observing session of 3.3 h. The total on source observing time
for CW Leo was ∼20 min, while the time spent on R Leo was
∼60 min. The remaining time was used for observing the phase
calibrator J1002+1216 and the amplitude and polarisation cal-
ibrator J0854+2006. The observations were done using four
spectral windows (spw) of 1.875 GHz with 960 spectral chan-
nels each. The spws were centred on 331.1, 333.0, 343.1, and
345.0 GHz, and the resulting channel width was ∼1.7 km s−1.
Calibration was done using the ALMA polarisation calibration
scripts (Nagai et al. 2016). After the observations, an error in
the visibility amplitude calibration was recognised in ALMA
data of sources that contained strong line emission1. Consider-
ing that CW Leo fits this criterion, ALMA staff from the ESO
ALMA Regional Centre performed a re-normalisation correc-
tion on our data. After that, calibration was redone using the
standard procedure. A comparison between the results before
and after re-normalisation indeed revealed significant differences
in the total intensity spectra. The effect on the polarisation results
was less significant and mostly affected the derived fractional
linear polarisation. All results presented in this paper are based
on the re-normalised data.

After the standard calibration, self-calibration and imaging
was performed using CASA 5.7.2. Two rounds of phase-only
self-calibration (with solution intervals “inf” and “int”) were
done on the continuum. This increased the dynamic range on
the CW Leo continuum by a factor of approximately five. On
the (weaker) continuum of R Leo, the dynamic range improved
by a factor of ∼3.6. The final continuum rms in Stokes I (σI)
was 390 µJy beam−1 for CW Leo and 98 µJy beam−1 for R Leo.
This corresponds to about three to five times the theoretical
noise limit and signal-to-noise ratios of ∼2720 and ∼3080 for
CW Leo and R Leo, respectively. In the Stokes Q and U con-
tinuum images, the rms noise (σQ,U) for CW Leo (R Leo) is
∼100 (37) µJy beam−1 and ∼130 (42) µJy beam−1, respectively.

1 https://almascience.eso.org/news/amplitude-
calibration-issue-affecting-some-alma-data
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Fig. 1. Polarised continuum emission (greyscale) and the 338 GHz continuum contours of CW Leo (left) and R Leo (right). The polarisation peaks
at 6.9 and 0.4 mJy beam−1 for CW Leo and R Leo, respectively. The contours are drawn at 0.625%, 1.25%, 2.5%, 5%, 10%, 20%, 40%, and 80%
of the peak emission (1.059 and 0.302 Jy beam−1 for CW Leo and R Leo, respectively). The line segments indicate the linear polarisation direction
where polarised emission is detected at >5σP. The uncertainty on the direction is .6◦. The segments are scaled as indicated by the horizontal bar.
The filled ellipses indicate the beam size of the observations.

The Stokes V rms noise (σV ) in the continuum is ∼90 and
∼34 µJy beam−1, respectively, for CW Leo and R Leo. The con-
tinuum beam sizes, using Briggs weighing and a robust param-
eter of 0.5, are 0.79 × 0.72′′ (PA 39.0◦) and 0.78 × 0.71′′ (PA
46.2◦) for CW Leo and R Leo, respectively.

Before producing the spectral line cubes, the contin-
uum was subtracted using the CASA task uvcontsub. Subse-
quently, the spectral lines were imaged using Briggs weigh-
ing and a robust parameter of 0.5. For CW Leo, we
averaged two channels, obtaining a velocity resolution of
∼3.4 km s−1. No averaging was done for R Leo, which was
imaged at the native 1.7 km s−1 resolution. The σI , σQ,
σU , and σV rms noise levels in a line-free channel for
CW Leo (R Leo) are 2.0 (1.1) mJy beam−1, 1.5 (1.1) mJy beam−1,
1.8 (1.2) mJy beam−1, and 1.6 (1.2) mJy beam−1. At 345 GHz,
the beam sizes are 0.84 × 0.75′′ (PA 42.7◦) and 0.83 × 0.75′′
(PA 49.1◦) for CW Leo and R Leo, respectively. The maxi-
mum recoverable scale in our observations is ∼7.9′′. For the
most extended lines, such as 12CO J = 3−2, this means that
we resolved out a significant amount of flux. For example, com-
pared to ALMA ACA observations of 12CO J = 3−2 around
R Leo (Ramstedt et al. 2020), we recovered approximately half
the Stokes I flux. For CW Leo, a comparison with JCMT cali-
bration observations indicated we resolved out ∼70% of the CO
emission. As the polarised emission is often more compact, this
can lead to an overestimate of the polarisation fractions by a fac-
tor of two to three, but this factor will vary over the image and
depends on the exact morphology of both the total intensity and
polarised intensity emission. Most of the other lines are much
less affected. Compared to the ACA observations of R Leo, the
peak fluxes of H13CN J = 4−3 and 29SiO J = 8−7 are 14% and
7% less respectively. Considering that the absolute flux uncer-
tainty in ALMA Band 7 is ∼10%, our observations thus likely
recover most of the flux in these lines.

Finally, we produced de-biased linear polarisation maps

from the Stokes Q and U image using Pl =

√
Q2 + U2 − σ2

P.
The polarisation rms σP was taken to be the mean of σQ and
σU . We also inspected the Stokes V circular polarisation image
cubes and found that these are, for the extended molecular lines,
dominated by ALMA beam effects (Hull et al. 2020). For one

of the more compact maser lines, the V results appear reliable,
but the limited spectral resolution does not allow for a detailed
analysis of the Zeeman effect. Hence, when referring to polarisa-
tion in the rest of the paper, we mean linear polarisation, unless
otherwise specified.

3. Observational results

3.1. Polarisation result overview

We detected significant (>5σP) polarised emission towards the
338 GHz continuum of both CW Leo and R Leo, which we show
in Fig. 1. The maximum fraction of continuum polarisation is
0.88% for CW Leo and 0.17% for R Leo. We detected no sig-
nificant circular polarisation signal in the Stokes V continuum
image, and we could place a 5σV limit on the continuum circu-
lar polarisation of 0.05% for CW Leo and 0.02% for R Leo. The
continuum emission of both stars is dominated by the free-free
emission from the extended stellar atmosphere. For R Leo, com-
paring with the high angular resolution ALMA observations at
∼230 GHz from Vlemmings (2019) and using a spectral index of
1.8 consistent with the measurements yielded an expected stel-
lar continuum flux of ∼225 mJy. Considering we measured an
integrated continuum flux of 318 mJy, dust emission contributes
approximately 30% to the continuum at 338 GHz. If the polari-
sation of the continuum of R Leo is due to dust polarisation, this
means the dust fractional polarisation is ∼0.6%. Recent ALMA
high angular resolution observations of CW Leo at 258 GHz
found a stellar continuum flux of ∼500 mJy (Velilla-Prieto et al.
2023). Extrapolating this measurement using a spectral index of
1.8, which we took to be the same as R Leo, means the stel-
lar flux of CW Leo at 338 GHz is ∼810 mJy. Considering the
integrated continuum flux of 1.143 Jy, this would also imply a
dust contribution of 30%. Thus, if the continuum polarisation is
only due to dust polarisation, the dust polarisation fraction is 3%.
Because of the large uncertainty, the lack of spatial resolution,
and the lack of multi-frequency observations, we cannot deter-
mine the processes responsible for the dust polarisation. Hence,
we did not perform any further analysis on the continuum polar-
isation.

A274, page 3 of 21
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Table 1. Polarisation observational results.

Molecular line Ipeak Pl,max
[Jy beam−1] [%]

CW Leo
12CO J = 3−2 17.89 1.18
CS J = 7−6 18.77 1.74
H13CN J = 4−3 38.52 1.62
SiS J = 19−18 21.06 1.47

R Leo
12CO J = 3−2 4.66 3.90
29SiO v = 0, J = 8−7 8.49 1.57
H13CN J = 4−3 2.40 1.79
SiO v = 1, J = 8−7 12.68 32.4
SiO v = 2, J = 8−7 0.72 4.92

In addition to the continuum polarisation, we measured
polarisation at a level of more than 5σP for four molecular tran-
sitions around CW Leo and for five molecular transitions around
R Leo. The peak fluxes (Ipeak) of the lines for which polarisa-
tion was detected as well as the maximum polarisation frac-
tion found in the molecular line maps (Pl,max) are presented in
Table 1. As discussed before, the fractional polarisation of the
extended emission lines can be affected by filtering out the large-
scale structure. We discuss the molecular line polarisation of
both sources in more detail in the following subsections.

3.2. CW Leo

We detected significant polarisation around CW Leo for four
molecular lines. The emission maps of 12CO J = 3−2, CS
J = 7−6, H13CN J = 4−3, and SiS J = 19−18 are respec-
tively shown in Figs. 2–5. The maximum fractional polarisation
for the four ranges of lines are all between 1% and 2%, but as
can be seen in the images, the distribution of the polarised emis-
sion and the orientation of the polarisation vectors is different for
the different lines. While the polarisation vectors of the H13CN
J = 4−3 and SiS J = 19−18 lines are mainly in the tangential
direction, those in the CS J = 7−6 line display a direction that
is neither tangential nor radial for R < 1.4′′. We thus interpreted
R = 1.4′′ as the radius where the alignment mechanism for CS
in particular undergoes a change. The 12CO J = 3−2 shows a
polarisation structure that is different from all three other lines
at larger (R > 1.4′′) distances from the centre of the emission
and a structure that is consistent with that of CS J = 7−6 in
the inner envelope. To illustrate the different behaviour of the
polarisation direction, we plotted a histogram with the deviation
from the tangential direction for all polarisation vectors, shown
in Fig. 6 (left), and for those vectors within R < 1.4′′ in Fig. 6
(right). All the lines showed a good correspondence of polari-
sation structure between neighbouring channels despite the fact
that the possible effect of the resolved-out large-scale emission
is different for the different velocity channels and should be most
pronounced closer to the stellar velocity. It is thus unlikely that
the observed polarisation structure itself is strongly affected by
missing flux.

In Fig. 7 (left), we also present the azimuthally averaged
Stokes I, linearly polarised flux, and fractional polarisation for
the spectral channel closest to the stellar velocity (Vlsr,CW Leo =
−26.5 km s−1). Here we note that for CW Leo, the relative polar-
isation of the H13CN line is stronger than that of the other lines.

As expected, because of the averaging of polarisation structure
within the observing beam, all lines show a decrease of frac-
tional polarisation in the central beam. Outside of this, the polar-
isation fraction of H13CN remains fairly stable around 0.7%,
while the average polarisation fraction of 12CO is much lower,
but it rises steadily outwards. The fractional polarisation of CS
shows a minimum around ∼1.4′′, which is consistent with the
observed change in morphology at that radius. Finally, the frac-
tional polarisation of SiS behaves somewhat similar to that of
H13CN, although it shows a somewhat more pronounced peak
around ∼1′′ before decreasing to ∼0.2%, and beyond ∼3′′, it
rises again to peak at ∼0.4%.

3.3. R Leo

Around R Leo, we found polarisation for 12CO J = 3−2, 29SiO
v = 0, J = 8−7, and H13CN J = 4−3, as well as for the v = 1
and v = 2 SiO J = 8−7 transitions. Maps for the first three
of these are presented in Figs. 8–10. Maps for the vibrationally
excited transitions, which likely include maser amplification, are
presented in Figs. A.1 and A.2. While the peak level of fractional
polarisation of the H13CN around R Leo is similar to that around
CW Leo, the peak fractional polarisation of the 12CO is three
times higher. As the level of resolved-out flux is larger for the
extended envelope of CW Leo, which means that its polarisa-
tion fraction is likely more overestimated than for R Leo, the
difference between the peak fractional polarisation of the 12CO
of both sources is intrinsic. The peak fractional polarisation of
the SiO vibrationally excited lines is higher still, with that of the
v = 1 transition reaching a level above 30%. This is consistent
with previous observations of high frequency SiO masers (e.g.
Vlemmings et al. 2011, 2017) and with theoretical predictions
(e.g. Lankhaar & Vlemmings 2019; Lankhaar et al. 2024).

At the same time, the direction of the polarisation vectors of
12CO around R Leo are clearly radial. As illustrated in Fig. 11,
the vectors of 29SiO and H13CN are mostly tangential. For the
likely masing vibrationally excited states of SiO, the detected
polarisation is concentrated towards the central emission peak.
This is consistent with the polarised emission originating from
masers close to the central star. From positive to negative Vlsr,
the polarisation vectors position angle of the v = 1 transition
rotates smoothly from 36.4 ± 0.9◦ to 26.3 ± 1.0◦, while that of
the v = 2 transition rotates from 47 ± 2◦ to 22 ± 3◦. This indi-
cates a preferred direction of the polarised emission of SiO close
to the star, but our angular resolution is not sufficient to draw
any stronger conclusions. As noted before, we detected circu-
larly polarised emission of the SiO v = 1 maser line with a
(negative) peak flux of Iv = −164 ± 1 mJy beam−1. This cor-
responds to a circular polarisation percentage of Pv = 1.3%. As
the intrinsic maser velocity width is much smaller than the spec-
tral channel width, this percentage will be a lower limit to the
actual circular polarisation. Assuming the relation between the
SiO maser circular polarisation fraction and the magnetic field
strength from Kemball & Diamond (1997), this corresponds to a
magnetic field of B ∼ 2−3 G in the SiO maser region, which is
consistent with previous measurements (Herpin et al. 2006). No
circular polarisation above a 5σV level of 5.6 mJy beam−1 was
seen for the significantly weaker v = 2 transition.

The azimuthally averaged Stokes I, linear polarisation, and
fractional polarisation profiles for R Leo are shown in Fig. 7
(right). For the average polarisation, it is also clear that the CO
fractional polarisation of R Leo is higher than that of CW Leo,
while the H13CN polarisation levels are similar. All lines show
the reduced fractional polarisation towards the centre, and for
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Fig. 2. Channel maps of the polarised CO J = 3−2 emission around the AGB star CW Leo. The solid red contours indicate the Stokes I total
intensity emission at 5%, 10%, 20%, 40%, and 80% of the peak emission (ICO,peak = 17.89 Jy beam−1). The greyscale image is the linearly polarised
emission, and the line segments denote the linear polarisation direction where emission is detected at >5σP. The segments are scaled to the level of
fractional polarisation, with the scale indicated in the bottom-right panel. The maximum polarisation is Pl,max = 1.18%. The beam size is denoted
in the bottom-right panel, and all panels are labelled with the Vlsr velocity in kilometers per second. The stellar velocity is Vlsr,∗ = −26.5 km s−1.
The dashed blue circles centred on the peak of the CO emission close to the stellar velocity indicates the radius (R ≈ 1.4′′) at which we find that
the direction of polarisation for CS changes from being neither tangential nor radial to predominantly tangential.

both 29SiO and H13CN, the fractional polarisation appears
to peak around R ∼ 1.1′′ before slightly decreasing. After
this decrease, the fractional polarisation of 29SiO rises sharply
towards the outer edge of the 29SiO envelope, while for H13CN
the polarised emission becomes too weak to be detectable. The
CO polarisation extends further, but the fractional polarisation
reduces after peaking at R ∼ 1.7′′.

4. Polarised radiative transfer models

We simulated the emergence of polarisation of the emission
from different molecules in the circumstellar envelope towards
CW Leo and R Leo. The modelling of the line polarisation
was performed with the PORTAL (POlarised Radiative Trans-
fer Adapted to Lines) code (Lankhaar & Vlemmings 2020).

PORTAL uses the anisotropic intensity approximation (for a
thorough discussion, see Lankhaar & Vlemmings 2020) and
assumes a dominant symmetry axis for the molecular species of
interest. In the case of molecular lines excited in the CSE around
evolved stars, the dominant symmetry axis may either be aligned
with the magnetic field or the infrared radiation field, which is
typically radial. Radiative alignment is expected when radiative
interactions occur at a higher rate than the magnetic precession
rate (∼s−1 mG−1).

PORTAL maps out the intensity and anisotropy of the radi-
ation field at the resonant frequencies of the molecule under
investigation throughout the simulation. The radiative transfer
is performed using the converged output of a LIME (version
1.9.5) simulation (Brinch & Hogerheijde 2010). The radiation
field (anisotropy) parameters, in conjunction with the magnetic
field geometry and density profile, are subsequently used to
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Fig. 3. Same as Fig. 2 but for the CS J = 7−6 emission around CW Leo. The peak emission is ICS,peak = 18.77 Jy beam−1. The maximum
polarisation is Pl,max = 1.74%.

model the molecular excitation and quantum state alignment
throughout the simulation. With the molecular excitation and
alignment parameters, one is able to perform a polarised ray-
tracing to produce a polarised image of the region of interest.

We modelled the emergence of line polarisation in CO, CS,
H13CN, SiS, and 29SiO. These molecules are exposed to a strong
radiation field from the central AGB star, and as a result, tran-
sitions involving the vibrationally excited states occur at high
rates, thus having a high tendency to align the molecular pop-
ulation. We have therefore also included the first vibrationally
excited states in modelling the polarised line emission of these
molecules. For CO, we included the J = 0−40 levels of the
first two vibrational states, using the transition frequencies and
Einstein coefficients from Li et al. (2015) and the collisional
rate coefficients from Castro et al. (2017), assuming an ortho-to-
para ratio of 3:1. For CS, we augmented the standard LAMDA
datafile (Schöier et al. 2005), which includes collisional rate
coefficients of Lique et al. (2006), with the first vibrationally
excited state, including only its radiative coupling to the ground

state and taking the radiative rates from Li et al. (2015). We used
the data from Danilovich et al. (2014) to model H13CN, where
we limited the vibrational excitation to the first excited bend-
ing mode. For SiS, we augmented the standard LAMDA datafile
(Schöier et al. 2005), which includes collisional rate coefficients
of Dayou & Balança (2006), with the first vibrationally excited
state, including only its radiative coupling to the ground state and
taking the radiative rates from (Li et al. 2015). Finally, to model
29SiO, we used the molecular data file from Danilovich et al.
(2014).

4.1. Circumstellar envelope models

We performed radiative transfer simulations of circumstellar
envelopes of CW Leo and R Leo, using parameterised models of
the physical conditions relevant to the radiative transfer towards
these objects. The gas density profile was modelled assuming
a spherically symmetric envelope of molecular gas and dust
expandingat aconstantvelocity (seee.g.Velilla-Prieto et al. 2019,
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Fig. 4. Same as Fig. 2 but for the H13CN J = 4−3 emission around CW Leo. The peak emission is IHCN,peak = 38.52 Jy beam−1. The maximum
polarisation is Pl,max = 1.62%.

and references therein)

n =
Ṁ

4π r2 v∞ 〈mg〉
, (1)

where Ṁ is the mass-loss rate, r is the radial distance to the star,
v∞ is the terminal expansion velocity, and 〈mg〉 is the average
mass of particles in the gas, for which we adopted 2.35 AMU
based on a gas primarily made up of molecular hydrogen and
helium. The gas kinetic temperature for CW Leo was assumed
to follow the profile (Agúndez et al. 2012)

Tk,gas =


T∗ (r/R∗)−0.55 for r ≤ 75 R∗
T (75 R∗) (r/75 R∗)−0.85 for 75 R∗ < r ≤ 200 R∗,
T (200 R∗) (r/200 R∗)−1.4 for r > 200 R∗,

(2a)

where T∗ stands for the stellar temperature and R∗ is the stellar
radius. For R Leo, we adopted the kinetic gas temperature profile

Tk,gas = T∗ (r/R∗)−0.65, (2b)

which is based on the kinetic temperature profile for the simi-
lar relatively low mass-loss rate AGB star W Hya (Khouri et al.
2014). For both CW Leo and R Leo, we assumed a lower limit
on the gas kinetic temperature of 10 K. The gas temperature
was used to compute the velocity dispersion that furthermore
contained a contribution from a constant turbulent velocity of
1 km s−1. The dust temperature was assumed to follow

Tk,dust =

{
Tc for r ≤ Rc

Tc (r/Rc)−qc for r > Rc
, (3)

where Rc is the dust condensation radius, Tc is the dust con-
densation temperature, and qc is the parameterised power-law
exponent describing the drop-off of the dust temperature. We
did not find a dust temperature profile specifically tailored to
R Leo, and we instead adopted the condensation temperature
and radius from Ramstedt & Olofsson (2014) and the exponent
from an average for M-type stars from Marengo et al. (1997). In
LIME, the dust density is determined from the gas density using
the gas-to-dust ratio. To enforce the absence of dust within the
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Fig. 5. Same as Fig. 2 for the SiS J = 19−18 emission around CW Leo. The peak emission is ISiS,peak = 21.01 Jy beam−1. The maximum polarisation
is Pl,max = 1.47%.
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Fig. 7. Azimuthally averaged Stokes I (top), polarised intensity (Pl; middle), and polarisation fraction (Pl,frac; bottom), taken in the channel that
includes the stellar velocity, for CW Leo (left column) and R Leo (right column). For CW Leo, we show CO J = 3−2, SiS J = 19−18, H13CN
J = 4−3, and CS J = 7−6. For R Leo, we show CO J = 3−2, 29SiO v = 0, J = 4−3, and H13CN J = 4−3. We did not include the mostly
unresolved SiO v = 1 and v = 2, J = 8−7 transitions. The profiles of Pl and Pl,frac include the error bars from the azimuthal averaging, and only
radial points for which the S/N is greater than five are plotted. Because of the averaging, the polarisation fraction is much less than the maximum
fraction detected in the image cubes for each line. Beyond one-third, the ALMA primary beam size (at R ≈ 3.0) systematic errors might start to
contribute to the polarisation signal. We note that the units for the polarised intensity are different for the two middle plots for CW Leo (Jy beam−1)
and R Leo (mJy beam−1).

dust condensation radius, the gas-to-dust mass ratio was set to
the arbitrarily high value of 108 for r < Rc . The radiative trans-
fer is highly dependent on the type of dust that is present in the
CSE. In the case of C-rich CSEs, such as CW Leo, we adopted
the opacities for the amorphous carbon-type dust given by Suh
(2000), while for O-rich CSEs, such as R Leo, we adopted the
opacities for the silicate type from Suh (1999).

The gas velocity profile was assumed to only have a compo-
nent in the radial direction. For the radial velocity profile, vexp,
we assumed for CW Leo the profile

vexp =

v∞
(
1 −

[
Rw−r

Rw

]2.5
)

for r ≤ Rw

v∞ for r > Rw

, (4a)

where Rw is the wind acceleration radius and v∞ is the termi-
nal wind velocity. We based the CW Leo expansion profile on
Agúndez et al. (2012). For R Leo, we adopted a velocity profile
similar to W Hya (Khouri et al. 2014):

vexp = 3 km s−1 +
(
v∞ − 3 km s−1

) (
1 −

3.68 AU
r

)5

. (4b)

The parameters that were used to represent CW Leo- and R Leo-
like circumstellar envelopes are summarised in Table 2. We have
attempted to be as representative as possible to the models that
exist in the literature but have not adjusted the model parameters

for the different distances that were used to derive some of the
parameters.

The fractional abundances of the molecules are parame-
terised according to the following expressions. For the molec-
ular abundances, we adopted a profile (Massalkhi et al. 2020;
Saberi et al. 2019)

fmol = f0 exp{−(r/rp)α}, (5a)

where f0 is the initial abundance at the starting radius of the pro-
file, rp is the characteristic photo-dissociation radius, and α is a
parameter to model the steepness of the radial decrease around
rp. In Table 3, we present the abundance parameters that were
used in our simulations.

We used the results of Saberi et al. (2019) for the CO abun-
dance profile. We note that they used the abundance profile

f Sab
mol = f0 exp(− ln(2)(r/r1/2)α) = f0

[
1
2

](r/r1/2)α

, (5b)

for their parameterization. We adopted their values for the photo-
dissociation radius to the profile we employed (Eq. (5a)), using
rp = [ln(2)]−1/αr1/2.

4.2. Line polarisation simulations: CW Leo

We modelled the polarised emission from the ALMA Band 7
transitions of the molecules CO, H13CN, SiS, and CS towards a
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Fig. 8. Same as Fig. 2 but for the CO J = 3−2 emission around R Leo. The stellar velocity is Vlsr,∗ = −0.5 km s−1. The peak emission is
ICO,peak = 4.66 Jy beam−1. The maximum polarisation is Pl,max = 3.90%.

Table 2. Stellar envelope parameters.

CW Leo R Leo

Distance (d) 123 pc (a) 100 pc (b)

Stellar radius (R∗) 2.7 AU (c) 1.4 AU (d)

Stellar effective temperature (T∗) 2330 K (c) 2570 K (d)

Mass-loss rate (Ṁ) 2 × 10−5 M� yr−1 (c) 10−7 M� yr−1 (e)

Terminal expansion velocity (v∞) 14.5 km s−1 (c) 6 km s−1 (e)

Dust condensation temperature (Tc) 800 K (c) 1200 K (e)

Dust condensation radius (Rc) 13.5 AU (e) 8.7 AU (e)

Dust temperature exponent (qc) 0.375 (c) 0.34 ( f )

Wind acceleration radius (Rw) 20 R∗ (c) −

Gas-to-dust mass ratio (ρg/ρd) (r>Rc) 300 (c) 167 (g)

References. (a)Groenewegen et al. (2012); (b)Andriantsaralaza et al. (2022); (c)Agúndez et al. (2012); (d)Wittkowski et al. (2016);
(e)Ramstedt & Olofsson (2014); ( f )Marengo et al. (1997); (g)Massalkhi et al. (2020).

model of a circumstellar envelope with parameters representing
the CSE towards the AGB star CW Leo. The polarised emis-
sion of the molecular lines is in the direction of the molecular

alignment axis. In the interstellar medium, this axis is generally
aligned with respect to the magnetic field direction, as precession
around the magnetic field is fast relative to the other directional
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Fig. 9. Same as Fig. 2 but for the 29SiO v = 0, J = 8−7 emission around R Leo. The peak emission is I29SiO,peak = 8.49 Jy beam−1. The maximum
polarisation is Pl,max = 1.57%.

Table 3. Molecular abundance profile parameters.

f0 rp (AU) α

CW Leo
CO (a) 6 × 10−4 19 971 3.26
H13CN (b) 5.6 × 10−7 2741 2
SiS (c) 1.3 × 10−6 1630 2
CS (c) 1.1 × 10−6 4593 2
R Leo
CO (a) 2 × 10−4 1006 2.27
H13CN (b) 4 × 10−8 401 2
29SiO (d) 4.5 × 10−7 196 2

Reference. (a)Saberi et al. (2019); (b)Schöier et al. (2013) and Ramstedt
& Olofsson (2014); (c)Massalkhi et al. (2019); (d)Massalkhi et al. (2020)
and De Beck & Olofsson (2018).

radiative interactions. However, in the CSEs that we investi-
gated, the molecular lines of interest are excited in a region close

to a strong stellar radiation source, thus inducing strong vibra-
tional radiative interactions. It is possible that the stellar radia-
tion field, which is typically in the radial direction of the CSE,
determines the molecular alignment axis if the radiative transi-
tion rates exceed the magnetic precession rate.

In Fig. 12, as a first step to investigate the dominant axis of
alignment, we compare the upper levels of the investigated tran-
sitions, the radiative interaction rates to the magnetic precession
rate, as a function of the distance to the central stellar object. The
magnetic precession rate depends on the magnetic field strength.
We give the magnetic precession rate assuming a surface mag-
netic field of Bsurf = 1 G, a B ∝ R−2 and a B ∝ R−3 distance rela-
tion, and Bsurf = 1 mG with a B ∝ R−1 distance relation. Whilst
the magnetic precession rate is unknown, it is striking that radia-
tive interaction rates of the molecules CS, H13CN, and SiS far
exceed the radiative interaction rates of CO. Indeed, assuming a
magnetic field B = 1 G (R/R∗)−3, as would be typical for a dipole
magnetic field, we predicted that CO molecules align themselves
to the magnetic field, whilst CS, H13CN, and SiS align to the
(radially directed) radiation field.
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Fig. 10. Same as Fig. 2 but for the H13CN J = 4−3 emission around R Leo. The peak emission is IHCN,peak = 2.40 Jy beam−1. The maximum
polarisation is Pl,max = 1.79%.

Concurrently, Figs. 2–5 show an intricate polarisation mor-
phology for CO consistent with a non-radial alignment direction.
The polarisation vectors in the CS, H13CN, and SiS observations
tend to be tangential in regions beyond 1.4′′, which is consis-
tent with the radial alignment direction of the molecules. For
offsets less than 1.4′′, a transition into a different polarisation
morphology seems to emerge for CS and, to a lesser degree,
SiS. Strikingly, this polarisation morphology seems to agree with
the morphology obtained from CO. We took this as an indica-
tion that CO is aligned with the magnetic field throughout the
CSE and that for offsets less than 1.4′′, the magnetic field is
also the dominant alignment direction for CS and SiS. We found
that H13CN is aligned to the radiation field throughout the CSE,
while CS and SiS are radiatively aligned for R > 1.4′′. The dif-
ferent alignment properties of the molecules allowed us to esti-
mate the magnetic field from the radiative interaction rates. For
the entire (observed) CSE, we found that the magnetic field has
to lie in the orange highlighted region in Fig. 12, whereas the
different alignment properties for R < 1.4′′ suggest magnetic

field strengths of &20 mG [R/(1.4′′)]−2 = 80 mG [R/R∗]−2 for
R < 1.4′′.

In Fig. 13, we present PORTAL simulations of the transi-
tion lines of CS, H13CN, and SiS excited towards CW Leo.
For these simulations, we assumed the alignment axis to lie
in the radial direction, which is the direction expected when
molecules are radiatively aligned to the central stellar radia-
tion field. Polarisation intensities and fractions are roughly con-
sistent with the observations for CS and SiS. For H13CN, the
PORTAL simulations predict a larger region where emission is
polarised at a detectable level, as well as a azimuthally aver-
aged polarisation fraction that peaks at ∼4%. This is approxi-
mately two times higher than that seen in Fig. 7. For H13CN,
we predicted a tangential polarisation morphology throughout
the emission region, which is consistent with observations. Like-
wise, for SiS, we predicted a tangential polarisation morphology,
which at offsets in excess of 1.4′′ is consistent with the observa-
tions. The CS polarisation is tangential in the inner regions but
also shows a 90◦ flip to a radial morphology in a region with
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Fig. 11. Distribution of polarisation angles with respect to the tangential
direction for the emission of CO J = 3−2, 29SiO v = 0, J = 8−7, and
H13CN J = 4−3 around R Leo.

relatively low polarisation yields. For offsets of less than 1.4′′,
we correctly predicted the tangential polarisation morphology
of H13CN, while the predicted polarisation morphology of CS
and SiS begins to diverge from the observed polarisation mor-
phology. We suggest that this is an additional indication for a
non-radial alignment in play that is close to the central star.

In Fig. 14, we present PORTAL simulations of CO emission
excited towards CW Leo. For these simulations, we assumed the
alignment axis to be determined by a dipole magnetic field. We
assumed the dipole to be directed with a position angle of 125◦,
as was suggested by Andersson et al. (2024), and we assumed it
to be inclined at 45◦. Towards the systemic velocity, we predicted
the polarisation morphology to adhere to a dipolar morphol-
ogy, while at larger velocity offsets, the polarisation geometry
becomes more intricate, with pronounced asymmetry between
either sides of the dipole position angle. In addition, larger polar-
isation degrees are expected at large velocity offsets. Comparing
the predicted polarisation morphology to the observed polarisa-
tion morphology in CO, we found only modest agreement. In
Fig. B.1, we further investigate the polarisation signature of a
toroidal magnetic field in the spectral lines of CO. Similar to
the dipolar configuration, the symmetry axis is inclined at 45◦,
while the position angle is at 125◦. As was the case for the dipo-
lar polarisation morphology, only modest agreement with the
observations was found. This likely indicates that the morphol-
ogy of the magnetic field in the envelope of CW Leo cannot be
described by a simple magnetic field geometry.

4.3. Line polarisation simulations: R Leo

We modelled the polarised emission from the ALMA Band 7
transitions of the molecules CO, H13CN, and 29SiO towards a
model of a circumstellar envelope with parameters represent-
ing the CSE towards the AGB star R Leo. As was done for
CW Leo, as a first step to investigating the dominant axis of
alignment, in Fig. 15 we compare the upper levels of the inves-
tigated transitions, the radiative interaction rates to the magnetic
precession rate, as a function of the distance to the central stellar
object. The magnetic precession rate depends on the magnetic
field strength. Magnetic precession rates are given for magnetic
fields B = Bsurf(R/Rstar)−q, adopting q = 1, q = 2 and 3, where
for q = 1 a Bsurf = 1 mG was adopted, while for q = 2 and 3,
Bsurf = 1 G was adopted. We found low rates of radiative interac-
tions for all investigated molecules. We also found that beyond
100 AU, a magnetic field in excess of 10 µG would determine the
alignment direction.

Fig. 12. Comparison of the radiative interaction (solid lines) and mag-
netic precession rates (dash-dotted lines) of the investigated molecules
toward CW Leo. The magnetic precession rates are given for magnetic
fields B = Bsurf(R/Rstar)−q, adopting q = 1, q = 2 and 3, where for
q = 1 a Bsurf = 1 mG was adopted, while for q = 2 and 3, Bsurf = 1 G
was adopted. The black curve composed of long dashes indicates the
expected magnetic precession rates that explain the polarisation mor-
phology of CS, CO, and H13CN within 1.4′′. The horizontal black dot-
ted and dash-dotted lines indicate the molecular magnetic precession
rates at 1 mG and 1 µG, respectively. The vertical black and red dotted
lines indicate telescope resolution and the 1.4′′ radius where a polar-
isation morphology change was observed (see Sect. 3.2). The orange
coloured region indicates the magnetic field strengths where CO would
be aligned to the magnetic field but H13CN would be aligned in the
radial direction along the stellar radiation field.

Due to the low radiative interaction rates, we expected that
the magnetic field determines the symmetry axes of the inves-
tigated molecules. Thus, the polarisation morphologies seen
towards R Leo and reported in Figs. 8 and 9 suggest a radial
magnetic field that is likely the result of the influence of advec-
tion due to the outflow. In Fig. 16, we present PORTAL simu-
lations of the transition lines of CO, H13CN, and 29SiO excited
towards R Leo, assuming a radial symmetry axis. We found sig-
nificant (>0.5%) polarisation for the CO in regions within 2.5′′,
while for H13CN and 29SiO, significant polarisation was found
within 1.5′′.

The predicted polarisation morphology appears to be con-
sistent with the observations. Crucially, as in the observations,
for CO, we predicted a radial polarisation morphology, while
for H13CN and 29SiO the polarisation morphology is predicted
to be tangential. The regions with significant polarisation also
agree with the observations. In the observations, the polarisa-
tion degree of CO throughout the region varies strongly, which
is something we did not find in our simulations. It should be
noted, though, that the total intensity shows a variable emission
pattern as well, which is likely due to an inhomogeneous outflow.
Such clumpy structures may locally introduce an additional radi-
ation anisotropy that results in local enhancements of the polari-
sation degrees. Indeed, the regions showing intensity fluctuations
in the CO observations of R Leo seem to be associated with high
degrees of polarisation.

5. Discussion

5.1. Comparison with previous observations

The molecular line polarisation arising from the GK effect has pre-
viously been observed for both CW Leo and R Leo respectively
with the Submillimeter Array (SMA; Girart et al. 2012) and the
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(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 13. Predicted polarised intensity contours (labelled in units of mJy beam−1) overlaid with line segments that indicate the polarisation of (a)
H13CN, (b) CS, and (c) SiS emission emerging from a CSE representative of CW Leo. The polarised intensity is given at the systemic velocity
channel. The symmetry axis of the molecules was chosen in the radial direction, representative of radiative alignment. The simulated data has been
convolved with the synthesised beam from the observations. The panels correspond to the emission in a velocity channel centred on the stellar
velocity.

Combined Array for Research in Millimeter-wave Astronomy
(CARMA; Huang et al. 2020). The SMA CW Leo observations
targeted the same molecular transitions and detected polarisa-
tion up to a level of ∼6σ at a spatial resolution of ∼1.5 × 3′′.
Those observations had a spectral resolution of 20 km s−1 for CO
J = 3−2, CS J = 7−6, and SiS J = 19−18. The very different
spatial and spectral resolutions as well as the limited sensitiv-
ity of the SMA observations made a direct comparison difficult.
The peak polarisation levels in the SMA observations were on
the order of ∼2% for CO and SiS and of ∼4% for the CS. The
SiS (in the right panel of Fig. 2 in Girart et al. 2012 but wrongly
identified as the middle panel in the caption) shows the same
tangential morphology as seen in our observations. The polarisa-
tion of the CS (in the middle panel of Fig. 2 in Girart et al. 2012
but wrongly identified as the right panel) is, however, stronger
in the SMA observations and located in a region outside of the
area where the polarisation is detected in the ALMA observa-
tions. The CO polarisation was limited to a single large beam
in the SMA observations and cannot be compared directly, even
if the fractional polarisation is similar. The differences between
the SMA and ALMA observations can likely be attributed to the
relatively low significance of the polarisation signal in the SMA
observations as well as the differences in resolution and spatial
filtering of the emission.

The CARMA observations of R Leo (Huang et al. 2020)
included the CO J = 2−1 and SiO v = 1, J = 5−4 maser line
at a spatial resolution of ∼4 × 5′′ and a spectral resolution of
1 km s−1. The CO polarisation was detected at a level of ∼6σ
and a high fractional polarisation level of ∼10%. The fractional
polarisation is expected to be higher at the lower-J transitions of
CO, but considering the low significance and difference in spatial
filtering, we could not make a relevant comparison. The polar-
isation vector direction shown in Huang et al. (2020) is consis-
tent with a radial polarisation morphology. The SiO maser was
detected with a fractional polarisation of ∼35%, similar to the
level measured in our observations for the J = 8−7 transition.
Although the direction of the polarisation reported in Table 3 of
Huang et al. (2020) for the SiO maser is different, the direction
seen in their Fig. 5 is fully consistent with the direction shown
in our Fig. A.1. The good correspondence between the direction
of polarisation of the two different maser transitions further sup-
ports the existence of a preferred magnetic field direction in the
SiO maser region close to the star. Observations of the Zeeman

splitting by Herpin et al. (2006) of SiO v = 1, J = 2−1 indicate
a field strength in the SiO maser region between B = 4−5 G.

Continuum polarisation has also been observed in the
extended dust envelope around CW Leo using SOFIA
(Andersson et al. 2022) and SCUBA-2 (Andersson et al. 2024).
The ALMA observations cover much less than a single, cen-
tral beam of the JCTM SCUBA-2 observations. We adopted the
dipole model described in Andersson et al. (2024) in our model
shown in Fig. 14, but because of the large difference in scales, we
could not make more than a qualitative comparison. It appears
that at the scales probed by ALMA, the magnetic field morphol-
ogy is more complex than a dipole field. Our continuum polarisa-
tion direction, as well as the dominant direction of the CO polar-
isation towards the star, is consistent with the single SCUBA-2
vector in the region probed by the ALMA observations. Unfor-
tunately, the spatial interferometric filtering and the low surface
brightness in the extended envelope at ALMA resolution did not
allow us to compare the extended emission between SCUBA-2
(and SOFIA) and ALMA, even with mosaicked observations.

5.2. Anisotropic resonant scattering

In addition to the generation of linear polarisation due to the
GK effect when emission passes through a magnetised molecu-
lar region, linear polarisation can also be converted into circular
polarisation in an effect known as anisotropic resonant scatter-
ing (Houde et al. 2013, 2022). As a result, the linear polarisation
might no longer trace the magnetic field direction.

Since the circular polarisation of the extended lines in our
observations is affected by the beam squint of the ALMA anten-
nas (see also Teague et al. 2021), we could not directly inves-
tigate anisotropic resonance scattering through a study of the
circular polarisation. As argued in Vlemmings & Tafoya (2023),
the possible anisotropic scattering of molecular lines in a circum-
stellar envelope is likely limited to that arising from the emitting
region itself since the limits imposed by photo-dissociation and
large velocity gradients severely reduce the available molecu-
lar column density of the foreground. In Chamma et al. (2018),
the SMA polarisation observations of CW Leo were analysed,
and it was concluded that significant anisotropic resonant scat-
tering was present in all of the lines also observed with ALMA.
This was based on the detection of several percent of circular
polarisation in different regions of the circumstellar envelope.
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Fig. 14. Same as Fig. 13 but for a range of velocity channels of CO emission emerging from a CSE representative of CW Leo. The symmetry axis
of the molecules was chosen to be along the magnetic field, which we assumed to be a dipole field with a position angle of 125◦ and inclination of
45◦. For this figure, the line segments are scaled according to the polarisation fraction.

However, this would result in significant rotation (and complete
depolarisation in some cases) of the linear polarisation vectors,
with strong variation across the envelope. This would have ruled
out the detection of the structured radial or tangential polarisa-
tion morphology we observed. However, we detected no sign of
this behaviour in our linear polarisation maps of the CS, SiS,
and H13CN. This led us to conclude that the circular polarisation
detected towards CW Leo in Chamma et al. (2018) is not the
results of anisotropic resonant scattering but is rather an instru-
mental effect. Since we did not appear to see the signatures of
vector rotation towards most of the lines, we concluded that
anisotropic resonant scattering likely does not affect the polarisa-
tion of our sources. A firm conclusion can only be reached when
high-quality circular polarisation observations become available.

5.3. Magnetic field strength: Structure-function analysis

By assuming that the polarisation vectors of the CO J = 3−2
transition correspond to the large-scale magnetic field around
CW Leo, we could use a structure-function analysis, often used
for magnetic field studies of star-forming regions, to calculate
the ratio between the turbulent and mean large-scale magnetic
field strength (e.g. Hildebrand et al. 2009; Houde et al. 2009). In
our analysis, we followed the equations from Koch et al. (2010)
and the steps described in Vlemmings & Tafoya (2023).

Under the assumption that the turbulent field arises from
transverse Alfvén waves in an environment with isotropic and
incompressible turbulence in which the magnetic field is frozen
into the gas, the ratio between the turbulent (Bt) and large-scale
magnetic field component B0 is equal to the ratio between the
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Fig. 15. Comparison of the radiative interaction (solid lines) and mag-
netic precession rates (dash-dotted lines) of the investigated molecules
towards R Leo. Magnetic precession rates are given for magnetic fields
B = Bsurf(R/Rstar)−q, adopting q = 2 and 3. The black dotted and dash-
dotted lines indicate the molecular magnetic precession rates at 1 mG
and 1 µG, respectively.

turbulent line width σν and the Alfvén velocity σA =
B0√
4πρ

.

Here, ρ is the density of the gas. Assuming an average density
and turbulent velocity of the emitting region of the CO gas, we
could then derive an estimate for the strength of the plane-of-sky
component of the large-scale magnetic field. In the case that the
magnetic field is not fully frozen in the gas, which is likely the
case around CW Leo considering the observed morphology of
the magnetic field, the derived field strength should be consid-
ered a lower limit.

Figure 17 shows the result of the structure-function analy-
sis for the central velocity channel of the CO emission around
CW Leo. The dispersion of the polarisation vectors is shown
to steadily increase from the small scales until asymptotically
approaching a plateau of ∼70◦ in a behaviour of the struc-
ture function similar to that observed for several star-forming
regions (e.g. Dall’Olio et al. 2019). The structure function can
be fit using the equation from Koch et al. (2010) within .2′′,
which is the characteristic length scale for variations in the
large-scale magnetic field component. We found that the ratio
between the turbulent and large-scale magnetic field compo-
nent is 〈B

2
t 〉

1/2

B0
= 0.061 ± 0.001. Similar to Vlemmings & Tafoya

(2023), this means that we can write the strength of the large-
scale magnetic field strength as

B0 = 19
(
〈nH2〉

106

)1/2
vt

1.5
mG, (6)

with the average H2 number density, nH2 , in the CO region in
units of particles per centimeter cubed (cm−3) and the typical
turbulent velocity, vt, in kilometers per second. The adopted
density corresponds to a radius of ∼250 au. Using Eq. (1) and
the CW Leo mass-loss rate and expansion velocity, we can
also describe the magnetic field as a function of radius in the
region of the ALMA observations (between the Nyquist sam-
pled beam and maximum recoverable scale) as B = 107 ×
(50/r) mG between r = 50 and 485 au. The error on the derived
field strength is completely dominated by the uncertainty in the
average number density and the assumption of magnetic flux
freezing. A further source of uncertainty is the effect of limited
angular resolution and spatial filtering (Houde et al. 2016). Fol-
lowing the approach outlined in Vlemmings & Tafoya (2023),

the number of independent turbulent cells (N) probed by our
observations was estimated using the formula from Houde et al.
(2016):

N =
(δ2 + 2W2

1 )∆′
√

2πδ2
· (7)

We used the approximation that the correlation length, δ, is set by
the typical clump size rc ∝ r0.8, while the depth of the observed
molecular layer along the line of sight, ∆′, is estimated from the
total size of the CO envelope divided by the number of chan-
nels (for a derivation of both of these, see Vlemmings & Tafoya
2023). This yielded δ ∼ 300 au and ∆′ ∼ 500 au. The parame-
ter W1 ≈ 40 au is the radius of the interferometric beam. Hence,
we found N ∼ 1.2. According to Houde et al. (2016), the ratio
between the turbulent and large-scale magnetic field strengths
scales with

√
N. This means that our derived magnetic field

strength does not require a significant correction.
An analysis of the other velocity channels for which suffi-

cient independent polarisation vectors were measured yielded
similar field strengths to within 30%. The field strength is two
to ten times higher than the line-of-sight magnetic field strength
of |B||| ∼ 2−9 mG estimated from Zeeman splitting of CN in the
outer part (R ∼ 2500 au) of the envelope of CW Leo (Duthu et al.
2017). Since we measured the (plane-of-sky) field component
in CO much closer to the star (R ∼ 250 au), the comparison
between the CO estimates and possible CN Zeeman measure-
ments implies that the magnetic field strength beyond R ∼ 250 au
decreases outwards as R−q with 0.3 < q < 1.0. Taking into
account the large uncertainties, this is only marginally consis-
tent with a dominating toroidal magnetic field component at
these radii (q = 1). A magnetic field frozen into the spherically
expanding gas or a solar-type magnetic field (q = 2) as well as a
dipole-shaped or radial magnetic field (q = 3) appear to be ruled
out.

5.4. Magnetic field strength: Molecular alignment

As described in Sect. 4 and shown in Figs. 12 and 15, a compar-
ison between the radiative excitation and magnetic precession
rates for various magnetic tracers throughout the circumstellar
envelope can also be used to derive an estimate of the magnetic
field strength.

We present such a comparison in Fig. 18. For the relatively
low-density outflow around R Leo, it is clear that the magnetic
precession rate dominates the radiative rates of our observed
molecular lines throughout the entire envelope, even for a very
low (∼10 µG) magnetic field strength. As described in Sect. 4.3,
a radial magnetic field can reproduce all observed lines. This
would imply that, around R Leo, the magnetic field in much of
the envelope is coupled to the outflow but that the kinetic outflow
energy dominates the magnetic energy, resulting in the magnetic
field lines being stretched by the predominantly radial outflow.

For the much denser envelope of CW Leo, the different
behaviour of the various molecular tracers places constraints
on the magnetic field strength throughout the envelope. How-
ever, these constraints are not consistent with either the magnetic
field strength determined from the structure-function analysis of
the CO emission or the CN Zeeman measurements in the outer
envelope (Duthu et al. 2017). Specifically, the fact that beyond
∼1.4′′, the CS, SiS, and H13CN all apparently trace the direction
imposed by the radiation field while the CO still traces the mag-
netic field seems to rule out a magnetic field strength of &20 µG
at R ∼ 170 au and beyond. As discussed previously, the CN
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(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 16. Same as Fig. 13 but for the (a) CO, (b) H13CN, and (c) 29SiO emission emerging from a CSE representative of R Leo. The polarised
intensity is given at the systemic velocity channel. The symmetry axis of the molecules was chosen in the radial direction.
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Fig. 17. Dispersion of the polarisation vectors (the square root of the
second-order structure function), binned to the Nyquist-sampled resolu-
tion, for the central velocity channel of the CO J = 3−2 polarised emis-
sion around CW Leo. The error bars indicate the variance in each bin.
The vertical dotted line indicates the size of the beam’s major axis. The
solid line indicates the fit of the structure-function analysis described in
the text.

Zeeman observations appear to indicate |B||| ∼ 2−9 mG at
∼2500 au, and the CO structure-function analysis implies |B⊥| ∼
19 mG at ∼250 au. Under the conditions of such a magnetic field,
CS, SiS, and H13CN should also be aligned with the magnetic
field in the outer envelope. One possible solution to this dis-
crepancy is if our molecular analysis did not include all rele-
vant molecular transitions through which the molecular align-
ment can occur. Should the radiative molecular alignment for the
species we observed be more effective in, for example, higher
vibrational transitions that were not considered, the radiative
alignment rates in our models would increase. This would allow
for a stronger magnetic field while maintaining the radiative
alignment of CS, SiS, and H13CN in the outer envelope.

6. Conclusions

We have presented a detailed analysis of the molecular line
polarisation observed with ALMA in the circumstellar envelopes
of the C-type AGB star CW Leo and the M-type AGB star R Leo.
In both sources, we detected line polarisation of multiple molec-
ular lines, with fractions ranging from 1.18% for 12CO to 32.4%
for one of the masing SiO lines. We also detected polarisation
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Fig. 18. Magnetic field strength in AGB circumstellar envelopes as
a function of radial distance. The black boxes indicate the liter-
ature values reported from maser measurements (e.g. Herpin et al.
2006; Leal-Ferreira et al. 2013; Vlemmings et al. 2005; Rudnitski et al.
2010). The black star indicates the surface magnetic field measurement
for the star χ Cyg (Lèbre et al. 2014). The measurements for CW Leo
are indicated in red. These are the CN Zeeman measurements from
Duthu et al. (2017, red dash-dotted box) and the CO structure-function
analysis result reported in Sect. 5.3 (red dashed-dotted line). For the
CO result, we used the relation between nH2 and R for the range of
radii probed by the ALMA observations (Eq. (6)). This range is indi-
cated by the vertical dotted lines. The stellar surface is indicated by
the long-dashed vertical line. For the region probed by ALMA around
CW Leo, we indicate in orange the lower (dashed) and upper (solid)
magnetic field limits based on the analysis of the 12CO and H13CN
radiative interaction rates. The relation between radius and magnetic
field strength that fits the observations and modelled radiative rates
described in Sect. 4.2 is presented as the blue dashed relation (we
extrapolated out to the maximum scale probed with the ALMA polari-
sation observations). It is clear that this relation is not in agreement with
the other magnetic field strength observations.

of the continuum, but since most dust continuum emission is fil-
tered out by the interferometric observations, this was limited to
a single beam towards the stars. Around CW Leo, the CO polari-
sation likely traces a complex large-scale magnetic field. Within
R = 1.4′′ ≈ 170 au, CS traces the same structure. The polari-
sation vectors of SiS and H13CN, as well as those of CS beyond
170 au, are predominantly tangential, indicating molecular align-
ment due to the radiation field. A structure-function analysis of
the CO revealed a plane-of-sky magnetic field of ∼19 mG at
R = 250 au, which would be consistent with the values obtained
from CN Zeeman observations (Duthu et al. 2017). These values,
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however, are too high to explain the alignment of CS, SiS, and
H13CN with the radiation field in the outer envelope. Additional
modelling and observations are needed to solve this discrepancy.
Around R Leo, the observed polarisation morphology of the CO,
H13CN, and 29SiO can be explained by a large-scale magnetic
field that is radially advected by the outflow. The observations
and modelling presented here show that polarisation observations
of multiple molecular species can be a powerful tool to determine
not only the magnetic field but also the behaviour of the radiation
field throughout circumstellar envelopes.
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Appendix A: Maser transitions

In Figs. A.1 and A.2, we present the compact, polarised SiO
maser emission observed around R Leo. These correspond to the
v = 1, J = 8 − 7 and v = 2, J = 8 − 7 transitions respectively.
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Fig. A.1. Same as Fig. 2 but for the SiO v = 1, J = 8 − 7 maser emission around R Leo. The peak emission is ISiOv1,peak = 12.86 Jy beam−1. The
maximum polarisation is Pl,max = 32.4%.
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Fig. A.2. Same as Fig. 2 but for the SiO v = 2, J = 8 − 7 emission (which likely includes maser amplification) around R Leo. The peak emission
is ISiOv1,peak = 0.72 Jy beam−1. The maximum polarisation is Pl,max = 4.92%.
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Appendix B: Polarisation signature of a toroidal
magnetic field

In Fig. B.1, we present the model for the CO polarisation in
the circumstellar envelope of CW Leo when assuming a purely

toroidal magnetic field configuration at the same position angle
and inclination as the dipole field model. We note that a purely
toroidal field is likely non-physical in a circumstellar envelope,
but the model represents the theoretical extreme of a magnetic
field with a dominant toroidal component.

Fig. B.1. Same as Fig. 14 but for a range of velocity channels of CO emission emerging from a CSE representative of CW Leo. Here, the symmetry
axis of the molecules was chosen to be along the magnetic field, which is assumed as a toroidal field with position angle = 125◦ and inclination 45◦.
The simulated data has been convolved with the synthesised beam from the observations. The panels are labelled with the velocity with respect to
the stellar velocity.
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